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ticular utility in training of student commercial divers
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comprises a hyperbaric cylinder serving as a work
chamber and a diving bell suspended within the work
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It is another object to provide a mixed gas bell diving
MIXED GAS BELL DIVING DEEP OCEAN
SIMULATOR

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

deep ocean simulator in which all aspects of a dive can

be completely monitored and controlled by instructors
outside the simulator compartment, and in which the
5 student divers are subjected to pressure conditions of an

in-ocean deep dive, but are afforded the safety of an

This invention relates to an onshore system for realis

onshore facility.

tically simulating deep ocean conditions, and which is

It is still another object of this invention to provide a
mixed gas bell diving deep ocean simulator in which

particularly suitable for duplicating in-ocean diving bell
operations, so that deep ocean diver training can be

carried out without safety hazards typical of actual deep 10 both a diving bell and a wetpot work chamber can be
compressed and decompressed to realistically simulate
deep ocean dive conditions, either as an air dive or as a
Prior to the late l960’s, deep sea divers learned their
mixed-gas dive, and in which the pressure (i.e., depth)
trade through on-the-job training or while serving in
of the bell and the wetpot chamber automatically track
the armed forces. Underwater jobs and the skills needed
ocean training, and with a signi?cant reduction in costs.

one another.

to perform them were limited to the technology and

It is a further object of this invention to provide a

requirements of the time. In the past decade, however,
a worldwide need for offshore petroleum production

mixed gas bell diving deep ocean simulator, as above, in
which compressed air is supplied to compress the wet
has suddenly increased the need for divers and life sup
port personnel trained in deep mixed gas diving opera. 20 pot work chamber while a mixed gas (i.e., helium-oxy
gen) is supplied to the diving bell, so that a simulated
tions. To meet this increased demand industry, govern
mixed gas bell dive can be carried out without having to

ments, and private institutions have developed formal
diver training programs.

supply the rather expensive mixed gas to the entire bell
and work chamber complex.

Conventional programs for mixed gas bell diver train

ing utilize substantially the same basic physical plant
and curriculum.
In each case, a small bell diving system, consisting of
a deck-mounted decompression chamber, a diving bell

and its handling system, and the necessary gas storage
and management systems, is placed on a water-adjacent
pier or on board a ?oating barge so that the bell may be
lowered into the water.

25

In accordance with one illustrative embodiment of

this invention, there is provided a bell diving deep
ocean simulator comprising a large hyperbaric cham
ber, partially ?ooded with water, and a diving bell

suspended within the large hyperbaric chamber. The
large hyperbaric chamber serves as a wetpot work
chamber, and may have an entry port in an upper por

tion thereof. The diving bell may be provided with a
side hatchway, through which student divers can enter
at depths shallower than 60 feet because of a lack of
the bell from the entry port of the work chamber, and
deep sheltered water and also because of the prohibitive 35 an entry hatch at the bottom thereof. In operation, the
overhead costs that would be incurred if a floating
diving bell is partially submerged in the water in the
system were to be towed out into deeper water.
work chamber, so that the entry hatch is below the
Within recent years, several nations have promul
surface of the water. This permits thev student diver to
gated training and procedural regulations in an effort to
enter the water to perform a dive in the work chamber

Until recently, all training of this type was conducted

improve diver safety and work performance. In particu

40 at a simulated depth.

A gas supply system controllably supplies com
pressed air or compressed mixed gas to the diving bell,
to be conducted within the UK. sector of the North
as required to compress the bell for the particular simu~
Sea.
lated dive, and also supplies compressed air to compress
The training section of the UK. regulations requires 45 the wetpot work chamber. An exhaust system is pro
vided for controllably decompressing the bell and the
all divers to receive formal training at water depths and
work chamber. The bell and work chamber are com
exposure times which exceed the capabilities of virtu
ally all institutions presently training 'mixed gas bell
pressed to simulate lowering of the bell to an ocean
divers.
‘
depth and are decompressed to simulate raising the bell
from that depth.
In order to meet the demand for divers trained to this
An arrangement is also provided for automatically
standard, it was necessary for the British government to
subsidize a diver training program. The program uti
tracking the pressure outside the bell (i.e., in the work
lized a barge-borne diving complex where student div
chamber) with the pressure in the bell so that the simu
ers could make their required deep ocean dives. Unfor
lated depth in the work chamber and in the bell corre
tunately, because of the expenses involved, the tuition 55 spond to one another to within a predetermined differ
was excessively high, thereby precluding private partic
ential (e.g., three feet of sea water)‘.
ipation by students. With its government and industry
For this purpose a relief assembly is provided, with
lar, the United Kingdom has produced the most com

prehensive regulations to date for all diving operations

sponsorship wavering in dif?cult ?nancial times, this
training program was unable to meet its high costs and
was forced to close.
' OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION
It is a principal object of this invention to provide a

conduit preferably formed as a tee extending from the
inside to the outside of the bell. One pressure relief
valve in the conduit opens when the gas pressure in the
work chamber is more than the predetermined differen
tial above that of the bell and another pressure relief
valve opens when the work chamber pressure is below
that of the bell. As a fail safe measure, a vertical pipe

mixed gas deep ocean bell diving simulator for provid 65 extends from the tee downward into the water a dis
ing an alternative method of diver training which can
tance (e.g., ten feet) exceeding the depth (three feet)
produce ‘superior graduates at ‘substantially reduced
corresponding to the predetermined pressure differen
cost.

tial.

3
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In a primary compressing mode, the compressed gas

4

FIGS. 4 and 5 are differential pressure charts for

is supplied to the bell, and the work chamber is com

explaining the operation of the systems of FIG. 3.

pressed from the bell by gas passing through the relief
assembly. Thus, during a simulated descent, the bell

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

pressure remains three feet above the work chamber

EMBODIMENT

pressure. To ensure that this differential is not exceeded,
the relief assembly is designed to have a capacity ex

With reference to the drawings, and initially to FIG.
1 thereof, a mixed gas bell diving deep ocean simulator

ceeding the compression capacity of the gas supply
system.
In a primary decompressing mode, the gas is ex
hausted from the bell to outside the work chamber,

embodying the present invention has a vertical wet pot
cylinder or work chamber 10 with an inside diameter of

either to the atmosphere or to a gas reclamation system.

ten feet and a height of twenty-?ve feet. The work
chamber 10 is ?ooded approximately half way with
water 11, that is, to a depth of approximately twelve

The work chamber is decompressed by bleeding the

feet from the bottom to a surface 12. This leaves an

work chamber air through the relief assembly, into the
bell, and out through the bell exhaust system.
An automatic pressure tracking arrangement can also

air-?lled upper portion 13.
An entry hatch 14 is provided in the upper portion 13,
and a platform 15 extends above the water surface 12

be provided for compressing and decompressing the

inside the work chamber 10 and acts as an instructors
station so that a diving instructor can stand on the inside

work chamber in accordance with the pressure in the

bell, including ?rst and second differential pressure cells
of the work chamber 10 during a simulated dive. Gas
and controllable valves respectively connected to the 20 mixture and pressure controls 16 are also provided on
differential pressure cells and associated with the work
the inside of the work chamber 10 for the instructor
chamber supply and exhaust systems. The differential
standing on the platform 15.
pressure cells are each coupled to a reference conduit
Gas inlet pipes 17 extend from a controller (not
and a work chamber conduit. The reference conduit is
shown) to the work chamber cylinder to pressurize the
25
selectively coupled, through a valve, either to the div
same, and an exhaust takeoff outlet pipe 18 connects to
ing bell or to a reference pressure source, and the work
the controller to permit decompressing of the work
chamber conduit is connected to the work chamber.

chamber 10.

-

The differential pressure cells provide respective pro

Within the work chamber 10, a diving bell 20 is sus
portional signals (e.g., signal instrument air pressure) in 30 pended so as to be partially submerged in the water 11.
response to a change in work chamberv pressure above
In this embodiment, the diving bell 20 is a two-man bell
and below the reference conduit pressure, respectively.
formed of a vertical cylinder ?ve feet in diameter, with

the lower end of the bell submerged approximately two
feet in the water 11. The bell 20 is suspended from the
work chamber pressure close to the selected one of the 35 top of the work chamber 10 by means of a pair of verti
reference and bell pressures.
cal rails 27 attached on the inside of the work chamber
The mixed gas bell diving deep ocean simulator of
hull. This permits the bell 20 to be raised or lowered
In response, the controllable valves compress or de

compress the work chamber, as appropriate, to keep the

this invention may, in certain embodiments, have a

within the chamber 10, as desired.
hyperbaric habitat associated with it, so that concurrent
The diving bell 20 has interior and exterior features
training can be carried out in speci?c aspects of hell 40 which duplicate all the features of an actual diving bell
diving and saturation diving at pressures to 1000 feet of
as used in deep ocean work, including bell compression
sea water. The simulator is designed with exterior life
gauges and controls, exhausts, inside/outside depth

support systems, and gas storage, mixing, and distribu

measurement gauges, primary surface-supplied umbili
cal gas, and on-board emergency supplies.

tion equipment that represent speci?c piping systems
used within the industry to provide both student divers 45

and topside personnel with effective systems training.
While primarily intended for teaching advanced div
ing techniques, life support systems, and medical proce

dures, the apparatus of this invention can also be used

for training deep air divers, and for bell and saturation
orientation for basic commercial diving students.
The above and many other objects, features, and
advantages of this invention will become apparent from
the ensuing detailed description, when considered in

connection with the accompanying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is an elevational section view of a mixed gas
bell diving deep ocean simulator according to this in

Also, exactly as provided on an actual in-ocean div
ing bell, this diving bell 20 has a side hatchway 22 above
the level of the water surface 12, and a bottom entry
hatch 24 disposed below the water surface 12. Gas inlet
pipes 25 provide gas to the bell 20 to compress the bell,
while an exhaust takeoff pipe 26 exhausts gases from the
bell for decompressing the same.
A pair of rails 27 permit the bell 20 to be moved

vertically within the chamber 10. However, vertical
movement can also be simulated by changing the
55 amount of water 11 within the work chamber 10,

thereby raising or lowering the water surface 12.
Also shown in FIG. 1 is a bell pressure relief valve

assembly 28, formed of a tee-shaped conduit, with a
stern passing through the hull of the bell 20 at a point
vention, including a work chamber with the diving bell 60 above the water surface 12. The arms of this tee-shaped
therewithin, and an associated deck chamber.
assembly 28 have excurrent and incurrent relief valves
FIG. 2 is an elevational section view of another div
28,, and 28,-preset to open whenever the bell pressure is
ing simulator, including a work chamber and an associ
a predetermined differential above or below the pres
ated deck chamber.
sure in the work chamber 10, respectively.
FIG. 3 (formed by joining FIGS. 3A and 3B) is a 65
In its normal operating condition, the bottom hatch
schematic installation diagram showing gas supply and
24 of the bell 20 will be located two feet below the
exhaust control systems for the mixed gas bell diving
water surface 12. However, with the bottom hatch 24
ocean simulator of FIG. 1.

shut, water will not enter the bell while student divers

5
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enter the bell through side hatchway 22, as they would

6

on an actual in-ocean bell dive.

same function as the corresponding hatches 34, 35, and
36 of the deck chamber associated with the mixed gas

Once the divers are inside the bell 20, the pressure in
the work chamber 10 and also inside the bell 20 can be
increased to simulate descent to an ocean depth. Then,

bell diving deep ocean simulator.
The diving simulator complex shown in FIG. 2 per~
mits air bell diving training in groups of up to twelve

one of the divers can enter the water 11 through the

divers, and can simulate most conditions which can be

bottom hatch 24, with another diver, acting as bellman,
remaining inside the bell 20 to monitor the life support
systems, as is the practice in an actual dive.
A closed-circuit television camera (not shown) can be
mounted in a pressure-proof housing at the top of the

experienced in a large twelve-man bell.
FIG. 3 illustrates a controller system for automati

bell 20 or on the roof of the work chamber 10. This

camera, provided with a wide angle lens, permits in
structors outside the chamber to view the inside bell

activity and the work chamber activity, and supple
ments the usual voice communications. Also, the
closed-circuit television camera can be connected with

cally controlling the pressure in the work chamber 10 of
the mixed gas bell diving deep ocean simulator of FIG.
1 by automatically balancing the pressure of the bell 20
and that of the work chamber 10, and also shows, sche
matically, features of the bell 20.
As shown schematically in FIG. 3, the bell bottom
15 hatch 24 has inner and outer hatch doors 24a and 24b

and the side hatchway 22 has similar inner and outer
hatch doors 22a and 22b.
The gas intake 25 for the diving bell 20 has valves

a video recorder for video recording of activities inside
the bell. This permits a record of these activities to be
disposed within the bell 20, inside the work chamber 10,
retained for later playback to students.
20 and outside the work chamber 10 for controlling the gas
Connected to the work chamber cylinder is a deck
pressure to the bell 20. Similarly, the exhaust takeoff
chamber 30 formed as a pressurizable horizontal hyper
pipe 26 has valves disposed within the bell 20, inside the
baric cylinder containing a main lock or habitat 31, an
work chamber 10, and outside the work chamber 10.
entry lock 32 on one end of the deck chamber 30 remote
In addition, a bell ?ood pipe 26', controllable both
from the work chamber 10, and a trunk or passageway 25 inside and outside the bell 20, is provided for equalizing
33 on the other end of the deck chamber 30 connecting
the pressure inside and outside the bell 20. This permits
the habitat 31 with the work chamber 10. Hatches 34
the hatchway 24 to be flooded, once the hatch doors
and 35 are provided respectively between the habitat 31
24a and 24b are opened, to ease the entry of divers into
and the entry lock 32, and between the entry lock 32
the water 11.
and the exterior of the deck chamber 30. Another hatch
An automatic differential pressure mechanism 40 has
36 is provided on the trunk 33. Accordingly, each of the
a bell/reference conduit 41 connected to a point provid

entry lock 32, the habitat 31, and the trunk 33 is also

ing either the bell pressure or a reference pressure, as
selectively determined, and has a work chamber con
ting the pressure in any particular chamber to be main
duit 42 connected inside the work chamber 10.
tained at a particular level, or to be matched to the 35
First and second differential pressure cells have re
pressure of one of the other chambers.
spective differential bellows 44 and 45 which are each
During a training session, the habitat 31 is com
connected to the two conduits 41 and 42 to compare the
pressed, for example, at thirty feet of sea water. The
bell or reference pressure with the work chamber pres~
entry lock 32 is used to bring food, supplies, or other
sure. These differential pressure bellows 44 and 45 are
divers into the habitat 31. In order to ensure that the
respectively coupled to ?rst and second linear valves 46
pressure in the entry lock 32 is never greater than the
and 47 which each have an input connected to an instru
pressure in the main lock or habitat 31, the hatch 34 is
ment air line 48 which is in turn coupled to a source of

provided with air supply and exhaust systems, permit

provided with a small gravity-door relief valve (not
shown) designed to open at approximately one-quarter
inch water pressure differential.

Also provided for training of student divers is a com

panion diving simulator complex, as shown in FIG. 2.
This complex has a similar outward appearance to the

simulator of FIG. 1, but is designed for initial student

diver training in relatively large classes, that is, up to
twelve or more student divers.

In this simulator, a vertical cylinder 100, twenty-?ve
feet in height and ten feet in diameter, is partitioned by
means of a horizontal bulkhead 102 into a lower wetpot

instrument air 49.
A reference pressure source 50, comprised, for exam
45 ple, of a ramp generator, a pro?le controller, and a

pneumatic output transmitter, provides a reference
pressure corresponding to a predetermined set depth.
This depth can be adjusted to the level of a predeter
mined dive, such as 500 feet of sea water. A set depth
gauge 50’ indicates the level of the reference pressure.
A selecting valve 51 connects the bell reference con
duit 41 either to the reference pressure source 50 or to

a bell conduit 52 coupled to the interior of the bell 20.
An inside bell depth gauge 52’ is connected to the con

portion 110 and an upper igloo portion 120.
55 duit 52 and indicates the depth (i.e., pressure) inside the
The igloo portion 120 has the same interior con?gu
bell 20. Similarly, an outside bell depth gauge 42’, cou~
ration as a twelve-man diving bell, with a side entry
pled to the work chamber conduit 42, indicates the
hatchway 116 and a lower hatchway 124 with upper
depth (i.e., pressure) in the upper portion 13 of the work
and lower hatch doors 124a and 124b leading from the
chamber 10.
igloo 120 through the bulkhead 102 into the water 111 60
Primary output signal pressure gauges 46' and 47’
in the wetpot 110 below. A pressure relief valve assem
indicate the output signal air pressure from the linear
bly 128 permits the wetpot and igloo pressure to track
valves 46 and 47 of with the ?rst and second differential
one another, within a predetermined differential.
pressure cells. The primary output signal air is respec
Associated with this companion diving simulator is a
tively supplied from these linear valves 46 and 47
deck chamber 130 including a habitat 131 and an entry 65 through lines 53 and 54 to biasing relays 55 and 56,
lock 132, with a scalable passageway 133 connecting the
respectively, which also have an input coupled to the
habitat 131 to the igloo 120. Hatches 134, 135, and 136
instrument air line 48. These biasing air relays 55 and 56
are provided for this deck chamber 130, and serve the
preferably have an inputzoutput ratio of 1:1 to 1:2, and

7
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the exhaust takeoff pipe 26. This exhausts the bell gas
outside the work chamber 10, in this case, directly to

can have an adjustable offset. Outputs of the relays 55
and 56 are respectively indicated on output signal
gauges 55’ and 56', connected to ?rst and second linear
control valves 57 and 58. The ?rst linear control valve
57 is connected in line with the gas inlet pipe 17 be

the atmosphere. Then, the bell pressure drops in rela
tion to the work chamber pressure, until the bell relief

valve 28,-opens. Then, the compressed air or mixed gas
in the work chamber passes through the relief valve
assembly 28, and thence through the bell 20 and out the
exhaust takeoff pipe 26.

tween a compressed air or mixed gas source (not

shown) and the work chamber 10. The second linear

control valve 58 is connected in the exhaust line 18 from
the work chamber 10 to control the rate of exhaust air
In this case, the exhaust valve associated with the
flow therefrom.
10 exhaust takeoff pipe 26 is sized so as to limit both the
bell decompression rate and the maximum differential
Also as shown in FIG. 3, the bell exhaust 26 can have
pressure between the bell 20 and the work chamber 10.
a scrubber 60 connected thereto to remove carbon diox
ide and waste gases from the gas taken from the bell 20
The vertical open pipe 29 is preferably at least four
during decompression, and a helium reclamation ar
inches in diameter and provides a maximum fail-safe
rangement 61 can be connected after the scrubber to
positive/negative pressure relief at an equivalent pres
segregate helium from the exhaust gases so the same can

sure of ten feet of sea water.

be reclaimed and later recycled.
A secondary automatic pressure tracking mode uti
The differential pressure cells 44, 46 and 45, 47 of the
lizes the automatic differential pressure mechanism 40,
arrangement shown in FIG. 3 generally have the oper
and permits very fast compression/decompression of
20 the bell 20 and work chamber 10. Compression and
ating characteristic shown in the chart of FIG. 4.
Assuming that the selecting valve couples the bell
decompression under the secondary mode can occur at
/reference conduit 41 to the bell conduit 52, the bottom
rates which are much higher than those possible using
the primary compression/decompression control modes
line in FIG. 4 represents the difference, in inches of
described above.
water, between the bell pressure (gauge 52’) and the

outside bell depth (gauge 42’). The ?rst differential

25

pressure cell arrangement 44 and 46 provides a primary
signal of zero to ?fteen PSIG, proportional to the pres

In the secondary automatic pressure tracking mode,
gas is supplied directly to and taken directly from the

work chamber 10 by the remotely positioned linear
supply and exhaust control valves 57 and 58. As de

sure differential over an input span of zero to twenty

four inches of water when the bell pressure is higher
than the work chamber pressure. Similarly, the second

scribed hereinabove, these valves 57 and 58 are con

trolled by a pneumatic force-balance feedback system
which continuously compares the bell and work cham

differential pressure cell arrangement 45 and 47 pro
vides a primary signal of zero to ?fteen PSIG, propor

ber pressures.
In a bell compression phase of this mode, as the bell

tional to the pressure differential over a span of zero to

20 is manually compressed, the ?rst differential pressure

twenty-four inches of water when the bell pressure is
below the work chamber pressure. An adjustable dead

cell 44, 46 senses the differential pressure between the

band is provided, for instance by adjusting the offset of
the relays 55 and 56, and signal air is blocked from

bell 20 and the work chamber 10. Then, the ?rst differ
ential pressure cell 44, 46 produces a primary air output
reaching the linear valves 57 and 58, when the pressure
signal which, as shown in FIG. 4, is proportional to this
differential is within the dead band.
differential. This output signal then opens the linear
It should be recognized that the automatic control 40 control valve 57 to admit compressed air directly to the
arrangement including the differential pressure cells 44,
work chamber 10. When manual compression of the
45, 46, 47 and the linear control valves 57 and 58 pro
bell 20 ceases, the differential pressure cell 44 senses the
vides a feedback system which permits tracking of the
decline in pressure differential, and the linear control
work chamber depth to either the bell pressure or the
valve 57 begins to close.
reference pressure, based on the pressure differential.

The tracking of the work chamber pressure to the
bell pressure can be briefly described as follows:

In a primary compression mode, the bell 20 is sup
plied with gas (i.e., air) at a speci?c pressure. The stu
dent divers within the bell 20 manually compress them
selves within the bell at the maximum rate permitted by
the gas supply pressure. The bell pressure relief valve
280 automatically opens as soon as the internal bell pres
sure is three feet of sea water greater than the pressure

within the work chamber 10. This relief valve assembly
28 is dimensioned so as to exceed the supply capabilities
of the bell gas supply. As a result, the student divers
compress both the bell 20 and the work chamber 10,

with the bell 20 maintaining a slightly higher pressure
(i.e., three feet of sea water).
Because the gas ?ows from the bell 20, through the
relief valve assembly 28, into the work chamber 10, the
work chamber pressure follows, or tracks the bell pres

45

The second differential pressure cell 45, 47 is ar

ranged to provide a primary (FIG. 4) output signal in
the sense to open the linear control valve 58 and permit
exhausting of the work chamber gas 13. The rate of

exhausting is proportional to the negative (lower) dif
ferential pressure of the bell 20 to the work chamber 10
as the student diver manually exhausts the bell 20.

Operating together, the ?rst differential pressure cell
45, 47 and linear supply control valve 57 and the second
differential pressure cell 46, 48 and linear exhaust con
trol valve 58 form a “mirror image” feedback loop
which compares bell and work chamber pressures, and
maintains the work chamber pressure within a mini

mum/maximum limit as compared to the manually-con
trolled bell.
Because of the dead band or null zone, small pressure
changes are permitted within the bell 20 as necessary to
seal the hatches 24 or to alter the work chamber pres
sure, and the width of the dead band or null zone can be

sure, and remains within a predetermined differential
adjusted, either within the bell or by an instructor out
65 side the work chamber.
thereof (in this case, three feet of sea water).

Conversely, in a primary decompression mode, if the
divers decompress the bell, for example, at the end of a

dive, simply by opening a manual valve associated with

An additional feature of the system is that the differ
ential pressure cells 44, 46 and 45, 47 can be selectively
biased, for example, to permit an instructor to simulate

4,427,385
the effect of “dropping the bell”. This can be done by
adding an additional signal to compress the work cham
ber 10 and momentarily to flood the bell 20. Con
versely, this biasing procedure can be reversed to simu
late the bell 20 being lifted by a winching system, with
the expanding gas escaping out of the bell 20. In addi
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turbidity of the water 11 can be adjusted to simulate
actual conditions.
This position of valves both inside the bell 2G and
outside the work chamber 10, for example, at a control

ler panel, permits outside instructor personnel to take
over control of bell pressure and of gas mixtures, should
that become necessary.
During an air dive, at student diver can “surface” into

tion, the selecting valve 51 can be set to connect the
conduit 41 to the source 50, rather than to the bell 20. In
the gas ?lled portion 13 of the work chamber 10 in the
such case, a reference set pressure, instead of the bell
pressure, is used to control the work chamber pressure. t. . 0 event that his breathing equipment malfunctions and he
is unable to return into the bell 20 via the bottom hatch
Thus, if the reference pressure is controlled over time,
24, as would be required in actual in ocean dive. This
the entire pressure chamber complex may be decom
provides a signi?cant safety feature for the student
pressed at a speci?c rate determined by student or in
diver that is unavailable with conventional open-ocean
structor personnel, and the linear control valves 57 and
training methods.
58 will automatically add or take away the gas pressure,
Also, in the event of a panic or emergency, an outside
as necessary, in order to maintain the desired “set”
instructor or other staff member may “lock-in” through
depths over time.

An alternative con?guration can be explained with
reference to the chart of FIG. 5. In this alternative

design, only a single differential pressure cell is used,
one side being connected to the bell/reference conduit
41, the other connected to the work chamber conduit
42. The work chamber exhaust control valve 58 is pre
set to respond to a 9-15 PSIG output signal, with a

zero-to-one-hundred-percent linear-open/spring-close
con?guration. In this case, the decompression or ex
haust valve 58 is connected directly to the output of the
linear valve 45, 47. Signals below 9 PSIG do not affect
this valve.
The compression or supply control valve 57 has its
position preset to respond to a 3-19 PSIG signal, and is
also con?gured as zero-to-one-hundred-percent linear
open.
In this case, there is mounted between the differential
pressure valve 47 and the control valve 57 a 1:1 ratio

signal reversing relay, which inverts the output signal
from the differential pressure cell valve 47.

Another possible design for the controller system
involves the use of pressure converters, mounted di
rectly on the hulls of the work chamber 10 and the

diving bell 20, to convert the actual pressure (0-300
PSIG) to a representative low pressure signal (3-15‘
PSIG). In this case, the differential between the repre

the entry lock 32, the habitat 31, and the trunk 33 into
the work chamber 10 to come to the assistance of stu

dents within the bell 20. This'feature is also unavailable
in actual in-ocean bell training, and is therefore re
garded as a signi?cant safety feature.
A signi?cant economic advantage of this invention is
that a mixed-gas (helium-oxygen) dive can be accom

plished at signi?cantly reduced costs. That is, if it de
sired to have a training dive at extreme depths, i.e. ?ve
hundred feet of sea water, a helium-oxygen breathing
mixture can be supplied to the bell 20, while air is sup
plied to compress the work chamber 10. As a result, no
more helium is required for a simulated dive than for an

in-ocean dive. In addition, the scrubber 60 and helium
reclamation unit 61 are connected to the bell exhaust
pipe 26, so that the exhausted helium gas can be recov
ered. This permits a helium gas cost savings of up to

85% as compared to open circuit systems. Because the

comparisons involve pressure, rather than gas mixture,
and because the helium can be recovered even if it

escapes into the work chamber 10, the bell 20 can be

pressurized slightly higher than the work chamber 10 so
that water may be pushed completely out of the bell 20,
as is required according to standard procedures used in
the ?eld.
Terms and expressions used hereinabove are intended
as terms of description, and not of limitation, and there

sentative low pressure signals for the work chamber 10 45 is no intention in the use of such terms and expressions
and bell 20 would be compared in a conventional repre
of excluding any equivalents of the features shown and

sentative pressure pneumatic controller.
Also, while a pneumatic control system is shown in
the embodiment described hereinabove, equivalent cir
cuits could be electrically or hydraulically controlled.
With the mixed gas bell diving simulator as described
hereinabove, the bell 20 and the work chamber 10 can

be compressed to any depth equivalent up to ?ve hun
dred feet or more; therefore simulated deep ocean bell

training dives can be carried out in he simulator, avoid
ing the need for expensive and signi?cantly more haz
ardous in ocean bell training dives. The student divers

described or portions thereof. Moreover, many possible
variations and modi?cations of the above-described
simulator are possible without departure from the scope
and spirit of this invention, as de?ned in the appended
claims.
What is claimed is:
1. Bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus com
prising a pressurizable wetpot work chamber; means for
simulating a diving bell within said work chamber, said

diving bell simulating means being provided with an

entry port such that a person may enter the diving bell
in the bell can be exposed to all necessary equipment
simulator means, said diving bell simulator means being
and procedures, and to an actual in-water diving envi
operable for said person to execute a simulated dive;
ronment, at gas pressures equivalent to ocean depths of 60 and means for adjusting the pressure within the work
?ve hundred feet of sea water. All this can be done
chamber and diving bell simulator means to simulate
without the risks normally attendant with conventional
lowering or raising the diving bell simulator means to

barge-mounted diving bell training conducted in the

an ocean depth.

2. Bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus com
The composition of the water 11 in the work chamber 65 prising a pressurizable wetpot work chamber; means for
10 is not limited to sea water, but can be fresh water or
simulating a diving bell within said work chamber,

open ocean.

‘

any other aqueous environment to which commercial
divers are likely to be exposed. Also, the cloudiness or

having an entry port therein such that a person may

enter the diving bell simulating means through said

11
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hatch and execute a stimulated dive in said diving bell

simulating means; means for controllably supplying
compressed gas to said diving bell simulating means and
to said work chamber so that the pressure within said
diving bell simulating means and within the work cham
ber may be adjusted to simulate lowering of said diving
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pressed gas to said bell and to said work chamber so that
the pressure within said bell and within said work cham
ber can be increased to simulate lowering of said bell to
an ocean depth; exhaust means for controllably decom
pressing said bell and said work chamber to simulate
raising of said bell from said ocean depth; and means for

bell simulating means to an ocean depth and to simulate

automatically tracking the pressure of the wetpot work

raising of said diving bell simulating means from said

chamber and the bell relative to one another to within a

ocean depth.
predetermined differential, so that the simulated depth
3. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus, as O in the wetpot work chamber corresponds to the pres

claimed in claim 1, comprising a pressurizable wetpot
work chamber which is provided with a zone adapted
to receive water in at least a portion thereof and having
a scalable entry port; means for simulating a diving bell
within said work chamber, having a sealable entry
hatch in communication with the work chamber zone

which is adapted to receive water, said hatch being

sure in said bell.

6. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus, as
claimed in claim 3, wherein said means for maintaining
the pressure of the work chamber and bell includes
means for sensing differential pressure having a cham
ber conduit coupled to the work chamber and a refer
ence conduit coupled to said bell, means for providing

adapted for use by a person for passage between the
differential signals indicating pressure differentials of
diving bell simulating means and the zone adapted to
said chamber above and below the pressure in said ref
receive the water and said diving bell simulating means 20 erence conduit, respectively; and controllable valves
being adapted for use by the person in a simulated dive;
associated with said gas supply means for said work
means for controllably supplying compressed gas to
chamber and with said exhaust means for said work
said diving bell simulating means and to said work
chamber, respectively, for controlling the gas pressure
chamber so that the pressure within said diving bell
in said work chamber in response to said differential
simulating means and within the work chamber may be 25 signals.

increased to simulate lowering of said diving bell simu
lating means to an ocean depth; exhaust means for con

7. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
according to claim 2, 3 or 4, wherein said gas supply

trollably decompressing said diving bell simulating

means supplies a mixture of helium and oxygen to said

means and said work chamber to simulate raising of said
diving bell simulating means from said ocean depth; and
means for maintaining the pressure of the wetpot work

bell and supplies compressed air to said work chamber
to compress the same.

8. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
according to claim 7, wherein the exhaust means for
to one another to within a predetermined pressure dif
said bell includes reclamation means for recovering the
ferential.
helium from the helium and oxygen mixture exhausted
4. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus, as 35 from the bell.

chamber and the diving bell simulating means relative

claimed in claim 1, comprising a pressurizable wetpot

9. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
according to claim 1, 2 or 4, wherein the work chamber
is provided with station means within the work cham
port; a diving'bell suspended within said work chamber,
ber for an instructor to exercise supervisory control of
having a sealable entry hatch which is below the surface 40 a person performing the simulated dive.
of the water when the zone of the work chamber con
10. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
tains an amount of water and in communication with
according to claim 11, wherein the instructor’s station

work chamber which is provided with a zone adapted
to receive water therein and having a sealable entry

means is disposed above the surface of water within the
work chamber and includes gas control means accessi
for use by a student to execute a simulated dive; means 45 ble by an instructor at said station for permitting super

said zone such that a person may pass between the div

ing bell and said zone and said diving bell being adapted
for controllably supplying compressed gas to said div

ing bell and to said work chamber so that the pressure
within said bell and within the water in said work cham
ber may be adjusted to simulate lowering of said bell to
an ocean depth and to simulate raising of said bell from
said ocean depth; and means for maintaining the pres
sure of the wetpot work chamber and the bell relative to
one another to within a predetermined pressure differ

ential.

5. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
comprising a pressurizable wetpot work chamber
adapted to receive water in at least a lower portion

visory control of the compressing and decompressing of
said diving bell simulator means by said instructor
within the work chamber during a simulated dive.
11'. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus,
as claimed in claim 1, 2, 3 or 4, wherein the wetpot work
chamber is provided with a hyperbaric deck chamber
having a habitat therein of sufficient size to accommo
date at least two persons.

12. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
according to claim 11, wherein the hyperbaric deck
chamber is provided with entry lock means for passage
into the deck chamber from without the bell diving
deep ocean simulator apparatus, a locking passageway

thereof and having a sealable entry port; a diving bell
suspended within said work chamber and having a seal
connecting the deck chamber and the work chamber,
able entry hatch therein which is below the surface of 60 said deck chamber comprising a habitat of sufficient size
the water when an amount of water is in the wetpot
work chamber and a sealable hatchway above said sur

to accommodate at least two persons.

13. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
face of the water, said hatchway being adapted for a
according to claim 12, wherein the hyperbaric work
person to enter the diving bell, said diving bell being
chamber is adapted to contain an amount of water in a
adapted for use by the person in a simulated dive and 65 lower portion thereof and a gas in an upper portion
said entry hatch being adapted for passage by the per
thereof, and the diving bell is provided with a sealable
son between the diving bell and the lower portion of the - entry hatch at the bottom thereof, said sealable entry
work chamber; means for controllably supplying com
hatch being positioned to be submerged in water when

13
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being provided with a scalable entry hatch which is
submerged in the water when the lower portion of the

the lower portion of the work chamber contains an
amount of water.

14. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
according to claim 13, wherein the hyperbaric deck
chamber extends substantially horizontally from the
work chamber which is substantially vertically dis

work chamber contains an amount of water; station
means within the work chamber for an instructor to

exercise supervisory control of aperson performing a
simulated dive in the diving bell simulator means; means

posed.
15. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
according to claim 14, wherein said deck chamber is
formed of a horizontal cylinder having the entry lock

for supplying compressed gas to said work chamber and
said diving bell simulator means for adjusting the pres
sure within the work chamber and diving bell simulator
means to simulate lowering or raising the diving bell

means in its one end and the passageway in its other end.

simulator means to a selected ocean depth; instructor’s

station means including gas control means for permit
16. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
ting control over adjusting the pressure within the work
according to claim 13, further comprising means for
chamber and diving bell simulator means.
raising and lowering the bell within said work chamber.
19. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the
17. The bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus 5
diving bell simulator means comprises a diving bell
according to claim 15, wherein said diving bell is

suspended within the work chamber, said diving bell

formed as a vertical cylinder and has a capacity of two
persons.

18. Gas bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus
comprising a pressurizable wetpot work chamber
adapted to receive water in the lower portion thereof
and a gas in the upper portion thereof; a hyperbaric

being movable to a ?rst position in which the sealable
entry hatch of the diving bell is submerged below the
surface of the water and a second position in which the
scalable entry hatch is above the surface of the water
when the lower portion of the work chamber contains

deck chamber of suf?cient size to accommodate at least

an amount of water.

20. The apparatus according to claim 19, including

two persons, said hyperbaric deck chamber being con

nected to the work chamber by a scalable passageway; 25 means for maintaining the pressure within the work
chamber and the diving bell, relative to one another,
means for simulating a diving bell within the work
within a predetermined pressure differential.
chamber, said diving bell means having a capacity for at
.
*
*
1K
*
*
least two persons, said diving bell simulator means
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